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Introduction	to	the	Committee

What is the IPC?

A novel introduction to the eighth edition of YouthMUN 2021, you are the first-ever journal-
ists to be involved in this flagship conference by the LSE! This committee was introduced 
for all the budding international affairs and human rights savvy writers to exercise their 
creative skills reporting the debate at a simulation of the United Nations. Model UN is 
about cultivating an awareness of the world’s most pressing issues and to appreciate new 
ways to solve them through multilateral cooperation, and what better way of capturing this 
than through articles that analyse the committee debate? By virtue of these aims, writers 
are free to offer their opinions and criticisms on ideas, as well as having the opportunity to 
conduct one-on-one or group interviews with delegates. We could not have asked for a 
better group of journalists to kick-off the new International Press Committee!

What is the Beacon?

The Beacon is LSE’s very own online human rights student rights journal, a publication of 
LSESU’s very own Amnesty International Society. Similar to MUN in terms of current af-
fairs, the aim of the journal is to bring attention to human rights issues at a global and local 
level. We are delighted to provide the opportunity for articles written by YouthMUN’s jour-
nalists (which meet the standard), to be published on the blog - an amazing way to kick-off 
a career pursuing or related to journalism! 

Here are a few examples of articles that have been published for your reference:

https://www.beaconjournal.co.uk/open-communities/environmental-genocide-climate-crisi
s-diplomacy-and-effects-on-indigenous-communities 

https://www.beaconjournal.co.uk/open-communities/scorched-earth-the-case-for-wartime
-ecocide-in-international-law 

Based on these, we recommend highlighting the rights-related perspectives to an issue be-
ing analysed. Please find more information about the Beacon and other articles at 
https://www.beaconjournal.co.uk. 

Please note this opportunity is separate to YouthMUN awards: awards will be given to the 
best journalists, irrespective of whether or not their articles are chosen to be published. 
We are looking for journalists who:

• Have well-encompassed committee discussion and made links to other independently 
researched ideas
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• Provides detailed analysis and insight into solutions related to the conference theme and 
committee topics 

• Included a variety of thoughts from interviews and discussions with individual delegates/
blocs 

What would the best article look like?

As a journalist, your job is to capture the character and ideas of the debate as best as you 
can. To make your piece interesting, it is always a good idea to highlight conflicts or 
heated debate. Chairs of each committee will set time specially for journalists of the IPC to 
interview certain delegates (individually or in groups), which would contribute to their 
pieces. This is your chance to go all out! Hit them with the toughest questions, likely to 
spark controversy. More importantly, structure these questions and pieces to emphasise 
the urgency of the situation and ideas on how it can be tackled. It is a good idea to link dis-
cussion to your knowledge on the issues being debated, citing outside works in your arti-
cles as well. In the end, Model UN aims to produce discussion and solutions that country 
diplomats, themselves, have failed to come up with. The best IPC articles will encompass 
this. 

How to write?

• British English Font size: 11

• Microsoft Word or Google Docs

• Harvard referencing (referencing names, dates, facts, images, etc. - but not opinions - for 
in-text referencing and bibliography)

• Use the Unsplash.com website (or another similar website) to use images that you do 
not have the rights for

• Word limit: 1500 words 

Newspaper	Briefs:
The following are short introductions to each newspaper, which would act as a guide on 
the style of writing and content that would be embodied in each piece. 
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Moscow Times

Founded in 1992, the Moscow Times is an independent online newspaper with the major-
ity of its audience being foreigners or visitors to Moscow1. Its print circulation was stopped 
in 2017 and since then services were extended to use the Russian language and online dis-
tribution. Unlike most of the Russian publications that are known to be influenced and cen-
sored by the Kremlin, the Moscow Times is edited by Dutch journalist Eva Hartog Skorobo-
gatava who insists that the paper will remain impartial without political censorship despite 
threats to be shut down. Due to legal precautions that limit the foreign shareholding of me-
dia outlets to 20 percent2, the paper is currently owned majorly by Russian shareholders. 
Its sister paper was sold to the former director of Kommersant, the nationally distributed 
newspaper, in 2017. With most of its journalists and editors starting or continuing their ca-
reers in American media outlets such as the New York Times, this newspaper has a history 
of being assertive to Russian Politics. 

Newspaper: https://www.themoscowtimes.com 

Recent articles:

https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2019/12/06/facebook-just-cant-seem-to-beat-the-russ
ians-a68512 

https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2020/11/19/russia-threatens-to-block-youtube-for-cen
soring-state-media-a72095 

The Guardian

One of the major British news outlets, the Guardian originated from the Manchester Guard-
ian created in 1791 by John Edward Taylor. It’s rise to the mainstream came with CP 
Scott’s leadership between 1872 to 1929. CP Scott affirmed the Guardian’s duty to imparti-
ality and freedom of media by stating “Comment is free, but facts are sacred... The voice 
of opponents no less than that of friends has a right to be heard”3. According to YouGov, 
71 percent of respondents in the UK believed that the Guardians had a degree of political-
leaning to the left4. In 2010, the paper endorsed the Liberal Democrats in the General Elec
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1 Luhn, A. (2015) Russia’s last independent English newspaper ends daily edition. The Guardian. 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/nov/06/russia-moscow-times-weekly

2 Ibid

3 the Guardian. (2020). History of the Guardian. The Guardian. https://www.theguardian.com/gnm-archive/2002/jun/06/1

4 Smith, M. (2017). How left or right-wing are the UK’s newspapers? YouGov. 
https://yougov.co.uk/topics/politics/articles-reports/2017/03/07/how-left-or-right-wing-are-uks-newspaper
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tions and in 2015, it backed the Labour Party5. The Guardians has been an active critique 
of information warfare and media control and has famously ran coverage on the Cam-
bridge Analytica Case as well as Edward Snowdan’s leak on the US surveillance pro-
grammes. The Guardian has historically been an active political stakeholder demanding 
the change and progress that its readers want. 

Newspaper: https://www.theguardian.com/international 

Recent articles:

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/aug/10/infowars-social-media-compan
ies-conspiracy 

https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2018/dec/23/cambridge-analytica-facebook-scoo
p-carole-cadwalladr-shocked-world-truth-still-elusive 

Die Zeit

Translating to “The Times”, Die Zeit is Germany’s leading review of current affairs6. One of 
the outstanding characteristics of Die Zeit is that it is a ‘platform for democratic discourse 
in our society’. The liberal characteristic of this newspaper reflects the general ideology of 
the German readers and is not reluctant to voice this view to the public. Unlike many insti-
tutions that refrain from using political terms such as ‘whistleblower’, the paper used this 
to label Edward Snowdan. Furthermore, Die Zeit focuses on European matters and fa-
mously convenes on Kremlin affairs such as election interventions or cyber attacks by Rus-
sian entities. It also engages with domestic politics such as Berlin’s efforts to keep national 
security. Using articles to demand action, Die Zeit is one of the most influential media out-
lets in the whole of Europe. Writings from the Die Zeit are extensive in description and criti-
cal in judgement. 

Newspaper: 
https://www.zeit.de/english/index?utm_referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com (Eng-
lish version)

Recent articles:

https://www.zeit.de/2020/05/gabi-siboni-sicherheitsexperte-israel-cyberangriffe-hacker-be
drohung-schutz
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5 Kettle, M. (2017). General Election 2017: how the Guardian decides who to back. The Guardian. 
https://www.theguardian.com/membership/2017/jun/02/general-election-2017-leader-how-choosing-who-endorse 

6 The Editors of Encyclopedia Britannica. (2018). Die Zeit. Encyclopedia Britannica.  https://www.britannica.com/topic/Die-Zeit 
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https://www.zeit.de/politik/2019-12/nato-trust-donald-trump-germany-security-policy 

https://www.zeit.de/digital/2020-10/cyberangriffe-bedrohung-us-wahl-sicherheit-hacker  

Al Jazeera

In recent years, Al Jazeera came into the attention of many viewers around the world as it 
faced both controversies, and compliments. Al Jazeera was founded in Doha, Qatar, and 
hosted many reporters and journalists from around the world. During the Arab Spring, as 
the biggest Middle Eastern press source, its coverage became the eyes and ears of the 
world. Publications soon raised alarms for many governments and their press license was 
revoked in Israel and Saudi Arabia7. In 2002, the Saudi Arabian government ordered its am-
bassador back to his homeland from Qatar for Al Jazeera, which was covering its peace 
plan between Israel and Palestine8. It took six more years until diplomatic ties were re-
stored. During their search for the ‘truth’, many had been detained and sentenced to 
prison for terrorism and semitist attacks. Many others accused the press of setting double 
standards. From being protectors of the unheard voices to defending terrorists, many see 
Al Jazeera’s coverage as radical. Writings of Al Jazeera focuses on the experiences of a 
citizen, bridges out details from dialogues and looks to critique from the perspectives of 
citizens rather than from those of a major press source. 

News channel: https://www.aljazeera.com  

Recent articles:

https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/8/6/learning-pods-a-new-solution-to-the-coronavir
us-school-crisis 

https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/4/23/us-coronavirus-lockdowns-drain-parents-exp
ose-digital-divide 

https://www.aljazeera.com/economy/2020/3/3/curbing-us-travel-unlikely-to-curb-coronavi
rus-spread-say-experts 

New York Times

The New York Times is the largest circulating newspaper in the world, based in the United 
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7 Al Jazeera Media Network. (2020). Our Story. Al Jazeera.  https://network.aljazeera.net/about-us/timeline

8 Ponniah, K. (2017). Qatar crisis: Can Al Jazeera survive? BBC News. https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-40187414 
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States of America.9 Its reach far extends its home territory, accommodating frequent view-
ers from all around the world through its online content. Its prestige comes from its pas-
sion to use all available resources to catch the news of the day. This was confirmed 
through its vivid portrayal of the sinking of the Titanic10. The so-called ‘investigative journal-
ism’ is at the heart of the working principles at the New York Times. According to the Co-
lumbia Journalism Review, it portrays “liberal triumphalism”11. As is the United States’ fun-
damental, it encompasses the ideology of the American Constitution: in fact, they were pro-
tected by it after having leaked classified information about the Pentagon and its involve-
ment in the Vietnam War. Some comment that in recent years, its ability to share diverse 
perspectives and create dialogue has reduced. Their emphasis on freedom has led the 
New York Times to focus on social justice such as racial equality or LGBT rights. For exam-
ple, the paper has covered the Black Lives Matter movement and the #MeToo movement 
extensively, to the point that this matter dominated American media12. Winning the Pulitzer 
Prize over 130 times, the paper is famous for its thoroughness and credibility. Yet, it is still 
thought to run coverage with nationalistic bias and with purely American sentiments. 

Newspaper: https://www.nytimes.com/international/ 

Recent articles:

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/09/26/insider/police-protest-videos.html 

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/09/08/learning/lesson-of-the-day-how-black-lives-matter-r
eached-every-corner-of-america.html 

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/07/06/us/Epidemiologists-coronavirus-protests-quarantine
.html 

British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC)

The British Broadcasting Corporation is a publicly funded multimedia corporation that of-
fers television services, radio broadcast, and online news. Recognized as an official public 
service through the Royal Charter, its role is to provide impartial public information. Most 
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9 Agility PR Solutions. (2020). Top 10 U.S. Newspapers by Circulation. Agility PR. 
https://www.agilitypr.com/resources/top-media-outlets/top-10-daily-american-newspapers/

10 The Editors of Encyclopedia Britannica. (2020). The New York Times. Encyclopedia Britannica. 
https://www.britannica.com/topic/The-New-York-Times

11 A’Lee Frost, A. (2019). Why the Left Can’t Stand The New York Times. CJR. 
https://www.cjr.org/special_report/why-the-left-cant-stand-the-new-york-times.php 

12 Greenberg, D. (2020). The New York TImes Used to be a Model of Diverse Opinion. What Happened? Politico. 
https://www.politico.com/news/magazine/2020/06/14/how-the-new-york-times-survived-the-1960s-316530 
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of its financing is done through television licenses and the corporate business is run by the 
private sector to minimize government influence13. This is, however, under question as Of-
com’s annual survey in 2020 showed that BBC received the lowest impartiality score out 
of all British corporate news outlets. With a 10 percent score gap between the Sky News 
leading this table, BBC recorded just 58 percent14. According to the Express, this is mainly 
attributed to the image of BBC as a publicly funded source rather than a fully corporate 
business, and the BBC’s reporters’ celebrity status and media usage outlining individual 
opinions that are seen to be representative of the corporation15. The BBC tends to write re-
ferring to quotes of relevant stakeholders and should be described as news reporting 
rather than journalism although some opinion sections exist. In addition, BBC highlights 
the most important takeaways of the article by use of subheadings. 

News broadcaster: https://www.bbc.com/news  

Recent articles:

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/education-54695618 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-wales-politics-55161057 

Global Times

Governed and operated by the Renmin Ribao, this national newspaper owned by the Chi-
nese Communist Party is the voice of the Chinese government to the world16. It is widely 
accepted that China invests a significant amount of effort in order to invigilate and control 
the information available to the public and to foreign entities. A quote from the Economists 
reads, “It is unfashionable in China to take the fiery tabloid seriously”17. This suggests that 
the story of China that is published in English is very different from reality. Although it pro-
vides insightful and previously unavailable information about China, the censorship re-
stricts its validity and representativeness. Most notably, the Global Times has been sup-
pressing the situation about the police control over the Uyghur people and justified that 
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13 BBC. (2020). Learn more about what we do. BBC. https://www.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc 

14 Withers, P. (2020). BBC Bias:  Corporation news output receives lowest impartiality score of any British rival. The Express. 
https://www.express.co.uk/news/uk/1365443/bbc-news-bias-impartiality-uk-viewers-ofcom-report-tim-davie-social-media-rules-presenters 

15 Ibid

16 Eurotopics.net. (2020). Global Times. Eurotopics. https://www.eurotopics.net/en/184047/global-times 

17 The Economist. (2020). Chaugan - China’s Global Times Plays A Peculiar Role. The Economist. 
https://www.economist.com/china/2018/09/20/chinas-global-times-plays-a-peculiar-role
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they were re-educating them to be better Chinese citizens18. During the COVID-19 pan-
demic, the Global Times has run coverage mainly on the situation of other countries, em-
phasizing their death tolls and criticizing their strategies that are different from China. The 
article, the EU parliament needs to return to common sense on China*, for example, ar-
gues that “China's human rights situation is significantly better than that of many Western 
countries in the second half of 2020.”

Tabloid: https://www.globaltimes.cn 

Recent articles:

*https://www.globaltimes.cn/content/1210348.shtml

https://www.globaltimes.cn/content/1208719.shtml 

Asahi Shimbun

Shimbun, the Japanese name for ‘newspapers’, is dominated by three companies in To-
kyo. The progressive, liberal newspaper is the Asahi Shimbun which has been in circula-
tion since 1879. Under the private ownership by the Murayama and Ueno families, the pa-
per has a long history of editorship and publication19. The editorial focus of the Asahi is 
politics and international affairs, a tradition which started from the World War era. In Japa-
nese politics, the Asahi is the only paper opposing the government and its policies, and 
has been criticized for running negative campaigns against them20. For example, in 2014, 
they were called out by Shinzo Abe, Prime Minister of Japan, for a quote about a Japa-
nese man who argued that 200 Korean women were sex trafficed during the World War II. 
Although the validity of this statement is disputed between many countries, the Asahi 
Shimbun apologized and pledged to report truthfully and without error21. Asahi has been 
continuously critiquing government policies in response to COVID-19 and famously stated 
that Japan must follow its rival South Korea’s methodology in addressing the pandemic be-
fore it is too late. The articles written by Asahi are highly conversational and do not follow 
a strict paragraphical style. 

Newspaper: http://www.asahi.com/ajw/ 
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18  The Economist. (2020). Chaugan - China’s Global Times Plays A Peculiar Role. The Economist. 
https://www.economist.com/china/2018/09/20/chinas-global-times-plays-a-peculiar-role

 19 The Editors of Encyclopedia Britannica. (2018). Asahi Shimbun. Encyclopedia Britannica. https://www.britannica.com/topic/Asahi-shimbun

20 Seig, L. (2014). Asahi Shimbun struggles with credibility amid retractions. Japan Times. 
https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2014/09/17/national/media-national/asahi-shimbun-struggles-with-credibility-amid-retractions/

21 Yoshida, R. (2014). Asahi Shimbun admits errors in past ‘comfort women’ stories. Japan Times. 
https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2014/08/05/national/politics-diplomacy/asahi-shimbun-admits-errors-in-past-comfort-women-stories/
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Recent articles:

http://www.asahi.com/ajw/articles/13606268

http://www.asahi.com/ajw/articles/13968208

http://www.asahi.com/ajw/articles/14018111

Washington Post

The Washington Post originated as The Post under the four organs of the Democratic 
Party in 1877. Being sold in 1899 from the Party, the paper still has a political stance in ap-
proaching its publications with its allegiance lying with the conservatives22. In 2013, the 
company was bought by Jeff Bezos, CEO of Amazon, under speculation that he is attempt-
ing to increase his influence in the American capital23. Senator Bernie Sanders shared his 
negativity about the Post by arguing that it was promoting unlawful negative campaigning 
against him due to its father company, Amazon’s dirty records with labour laws and tax 
practices24. 

Newspaper: https://www.washingtonpost.com 

Recent articles:

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/trumps-last-minute-tantrum-throws-pandemic-r
elief-effort-into-chaos/2020/12/23/afb8626a-4534-11eb-a277-49a6d1f9dff1_story.html 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/12/23/all-i-want-christmas-are-covid-19-
mandates/ 

Times of India

The Times of India, although not integrated with the government, often voices out the ac-
tions of the government through their papers. Originally created as The Bombay Times 
and Journal of Commerce, it was supplied to British residents in India in 1838. 23 years af-
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22  The Editors of Encyclopedia Britannica. (2020). The Washington Post. Encyclopedia Britannica. 
 https://www.britannica.com/topic/The-Washington-Post

23 BBC News. (2013). Amazon boss Jeff Bezos buys Washington Post for $250m. BBC News.  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/av/business-23582797 

24 Washington Post. (2020). Sanders accuses The Post of biased coverage due to his criticism of Amazon, cites no evidence. The Washington 
Post. 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/sanders-accuses-the-post-of-biased-coverage-due-to-his-criticism-of-amazon-cites-no-evidence/201
9/08/12/9846878e-bd67-11e9-a5c6-1e74f7ec4a93_story.html 
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ter its creation, it was renamed as the Times of India25. The Times of India links all its part-
nering papers such as the Economic Times or the India Times26.

Newspaper: https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com 

Recent articles:

https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/blogs/all-that-is-solid-melts/a-tale-of-two-nationalism
s-turning-inward-isnt-good-its-better-to-have-a-self-confident-rather-than-insecure-nation
alism/ 

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/blogs/et-editorials/the-virus-has-seriously-exposed
-the-limits-of-populism-but-will-the-pandemic-push-it-against-the-wall/ 

Metro

Metro Newspaper is a free nationwide newspaper in the United Kingdom that rivals The 
Sun in public accessibility. Although under the ownership of DMGT, which is also the 
owner of the Daily Mail which provides a conservative commentary, this newspaper pro-
vides neutral coverage and has never endorsed any political party in an election27. Metro, 
as a free paper, encounters many criticisms for its sponsorship with advertisements. For 
example, in the Brexit Referendum, they advertised the leave campaign under the request 
of the Democratic Unionist Party28. The articles are known to be short and accessible as it 
targets every citizen using the underground and bus stations, or other transportation sys-
tems.

Recent articles:

https://www.metro.news/see-life-through-the-eyes-of-a-refugee-at-panoramic-exhibit/215
7112/

Clarin

Clarin is one of the most circulated newspapers in Latin America, based in Argentina. 
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25 The Editors of Encyclopaedia Britannica. (2018, July 16). The Times of India | Indian newspaper. Encyclopedia Britannica. 
https://www.britannica.com/topic/The-Times-of-India

26 Times of India. (2020). TOI home page. The Times of India. https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com

27 Metro | British newspaper. (2020, December 27). Encyclopedia Britannica. https://www.britannica.com/topic/Metro-British-newspaper

28 BBC News. (2016, June 21). EU Referendum: DUP takes out four-page “Vote Leave EU” ad in British Metro free newspaper. 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-northern-ireland-politics-36587807
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Founded in 194529, this paper has been integral to the politics of Argentina as it has been 
in active support of all governments throughout its history. During the military regime, it 
supported the government by forming the first newspaper plant in Argentina, alongside 
two other papers. With the rise of democracy, it swayed away from its previous support of 
the regime to the democratic movement. It is important to see that this paper is consis-
tently aligning its writing with the Argentinian government’s ideology and policies28. 

https://ethicaljournalismnetwork.org/tag/clarin-newspaper-argentina

Newspaper: https://www.clarin.com/tema/english-version.html 

*Note - for translation of the original website in Spanish, feel free to use the following link 
when navigating the website: https://www.clarin.com/tema/english-version.html 

Recent articles: 

https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&sl=es&u=https://www.clarin.com/tema/engli
sh-version.html&prev=search&pto=aue 

https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&sl=es&u=https://www.clarin.com/tema/engli
sh-version.html&prev=search&pto=aue 

Afghanistan Times

Based in Kabul, the Times is one of Afghanistan’s dominant independent papers30. Since 
2005, this English daily newspaper has been publishing articles of political, social, eco-
nomic and cultural significance in the country. In addition to this, the ‘World’ forum on their 
online publication focuses mainly on their standing in the international community 
(amongst other headline global news reviews), furthering their goal of providing an impar-
tial perspective to the international community on country affairs. The accessibility and en-
gagement provided by the online platform is unique, allowing for a comment thread on 
blog posts for readers to provide input and/or feedback. 

Newspaper: http://www.afghanistantimes.af 

Recent articles:

http://www.afghanistantimes.af/peace-cant-be-achieved-by-force/ 
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29 Clarín newspaper - Argentina Archives. (n.d.). Ethical Journalism Network. Retrieved December 27, 2020, from 
https://ethicaljournalismnetwork.org/tag/clarin-newspaper-argentina

30 Epapersland. (2020). Afghanistan Times Epaper. Afghanistan Times Online Newspaper. 
http://www.epapersland.com/afghanistan/afghanistan-times.html 
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http://www.afghanistantimes.af/covid-19-in-afghanistan-271-new-infections-21-deaths-re
ported-in-last-24-hours/ 

Japan Times

As Japan’s largest and oldest English newspaper, the Times started in 1961 and has been 
evolving since31. Its most recent stride is the growth in publications of political articles in 
response to the “bashing” of the country’s reputation in U.S. media, markedly arising from 
trade issues. The aim is to accurately portray the Japanese domestic and international 
standing, so as not to allow opinion to be swayed and to “bridge the perception gap”, ac-
cording to the chairman and publisher of the Japan Times32. Needless to say, it is also ca-
tering to a growing demand for news on the changing U.S.- Japanese relations. 

In addition to this, the newspaper features a variety of business and other subjects of inter-
est, including art and lifestyle. It is also important to note that this is an independent news-
paper, whose particular intention is to portray a Japanese perspective to events33. A 
unique feature is how articles analyse different interpretations of a single topic within their 
portrayal of international headline events, moulding a well-rounded understanding for 
readers. 

Newspaper: https://www.japantimes.co.jp 

Recent articles:

https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2020/12/24/national/penalties-businesses-closure-req
uests/ 

https://www.japantimes.co.jp/opinion/2020/12/23/commentary/world-commentary/2020-a
sia-year-in-review/ 

Le Monde

Le Monde, or The World, was created in 1944 as World War II drew to a close under the or-
ders of Charles de Gaulle, to reaffirm the status of France to the World. Soon after the war, 
it was privatised to remove all influences from the government to its impartiality and edito-
rial excellence34. Le Monde is one of the only French newspapers that are easily accessi-
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31 Yoshihara, N. (1990). A Growing Japan Export: News: Media: The English-Language Japan Times is expanding and revamping its overseas 
edition. Los Angeles Times. https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-1990-01-25-fi-1040-story.html

32 Ibid

33 Kamiya, S. (2011). Japan Times not just a wartime mouthpiece. The Japan Times. 
https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2011/08/13/national/japan-times-not-just-wartime-mouthpiece/ 

34 The Editors of Encyclopedia Britannica. (2017). Le Monde. Encyclopedia Britannica. https://www.britannica.com/topic/Le-Monde 
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ble in non-French speaking countries as it is widely respected for political impartiality, al-
though it has been known to shift slightly to the left. ‘Le Monde Diplomatique’ is its sister 
paper which focuses on international affairs and has a specific page dedicated to the work 
of the United Nations. The paper’s writing is highly scholastic with a wide range of sources 
as well as with direct translation from the United Nations dialogues. When applicable, ab-
stracts of the debate or resolutions are attached to articles to allow readers to interpret 
themselves. Most articles are written by a journalist rather than a team, meaning that some 
individual insight is provided such as on prospects about the future or on general feelings 
about the topic. 

Newspaper: https://mondediplo.com (English edition) 

*Note - for translation of the original website in French, feel free to use the following link 
when navigating the website: https://www.lemonde.fr/. Alternatively, you may wish to use: 
https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&sl=fr&u=https://www.lemonde.fr/&prev=sear
ch&pto=aue, for the English version of the same. 

Recent articles:

https://mondediplo.com/2015/10/07unitednations 

https://mondediplo.com/maps/unveto 
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